We discuss four approaches to the determination of absolute neutrino mass.
I. INTRODUCTION
An ongoing experimental effort of high importance is the determination of the neutrino mass eigenvalues. The absolute scale of neutrino masses, a crucial datum for reconstructing physics beyond the Standard Model, is unknown. Presently, upper bounds on the absolute neutrino mass are provided by the tritium decay end-point spectral measurement, by cosmology, and by zero-neutrino double beta decay (0νββ ).
The present tritium decay upper bound on each [1] of the three neutrino mass eigenstates is 2.3 eV (95 % C.L.) [2] . An upper bound from cosmological structure formation is more stringent but also more model-dependent. For three degenerate neutrino masses, the constraint on the individual neutrino mass eigenstates is m j < 1.8 eV for large Ω m , and m j < 0.6 eV for Ω m ∼ 0.3 [3] ; Ω m is the matter fraction of the closure density. The present 0νββ upper limit on the ee element m ee of the flavor-basis Majorana neutrino mass matrix is 0.27 eV [4] . Fortunately for 0νββ searches, models which generate small neutrino masses overwhelmingly favor Majorana neutrinos over Dirac neutrinos [5] (but see [6] for a small Dirac masses generated by brane-bulk interactions).
To determine an absolute neutrino mass below 1 eV is a true experimental challenge.
The three approaches just mentioned have the potential to accomplish the task. Anticipated improvements in these approaches are (i) larger versions of the tritium end-point distortion measurements;
(ii) the comparison of more-precisely determined early-Universe temperature perturbations (MAP [7] and PLANCK [8] experiments) to the present-day large-scale structure distributions of matter (to be measured by SDSS [9] and 2dF [10] ); and (iii) larger 0νββ experiments (GENIUS and EXO are proposed).
In addition there is a fourth possibility:
(iv) the extreme-energy cosmic-ray experiments (AGASA [11] , HiRes [12] , Auger [13] , Telescope Array [14] , EUSO/OWL [15] ) in the context of the recently emphasized Z-burst model [16, 17] .
Still another approach to neutrino mass determination, measuring the arrival-time profile of neutrinos from supernovae, seems not quite capable of breaking the sub-eV barrier [18] .
The Z-burst and cosmic structure measurements are sensitive to the heavier neutrino masses (and the cosmological neutrino background), while the tritium and 0νββ experiments are sensitive to different linear combinations of whichever masses are coupled to ν e . Neutrino oscillation interpretations of solar, atmospheric, and LSND data produce nonzero values for neutrino mass-squared differences, and so relate all neutrino masses. Accordingly, the expectations of the four approaches listed above to absolute neutrino mass determination are related. Any positive finding in one approach requires concordance in the other three. It is the purpose of this work to reveal the relations among the reaches of the four approaches.
We begin with a discussion of the neutrino mass-relations inferred from oscillation interpretations of recent data. We will conservatively consider a three-neutrino Universe, omitting the uncorroborated data from the LSND experiment; in the future, the miniBooNE experiment at Fermilab will rule on the validity of the LSND measurement. Specifically, we label the mass eigenstates as m 3 > m 2 > m 1 , and denote the mass-squared differences as
with δm 2 atm and δm 2 sun positive. Oscillations are directly sensitive to these nonzero neutrino mass-squared differences. The alternative splitting ("inverted hierarchy") with two heavy states and a single light state is discussed briefly in the conclusions section; it is disfavored according to a recent analysis [19] of the neutrino spectrum from SN1987A, unless the mixing element U e1 is large.
The solar and atmospheric neutrino oscillation interpretations, and the nonobservation of short-baseline ν e disappearance in the CHOOZ experiment, provide valuable information on the δm 2 's and mixing angles. The most recent global data-analysis in a three neutrino framework yields the following favored regions [20] : 1
• Solar neutrino data favor ν e − ν e oscillations within the large mixing-angle (LMA) MSW solution: δm 2 sun = 3 × 10 −5 eV 2 , with a 90% C.L. of (1 − 10) × 10 −5 eV; tan 2 θ sun = 0.5, with a 90% C.L. of (0. 2-0.6) .
Also allowed at 90 % C.L. is a small region in the LOW-QVO (quasi-vacuum oscillation) regime:
The small mixing-angle (SMA) MSW solution at δm 2 sun = (4 − 9) · 10 −5 eV 2 , tan 2 θ sun = (0.2 − 1) · 10 −3 is disfavored at 90 % C.L. but viable at 95 % C.L.
• Atmospheric neutrino data are explained by maximal ν µ − ν τ oscillations with: δm 2 atm = 3 × 10 −3 eV 2 , and a 90% C.L. of (1.6 − 5) × 10 −3 eV 2 ; sin 2 2θ atm > 0.85.
It should be stressed also that at larger C.L. the large-angle solution for solar neutrinos can extend over nearly the entire region from δm 2 sun = 10 −10 eV 2 up to δm 2 sun = 10 −3 eV 2 . Also, data from Supernova1987A have recently been re-analyzed in the context of the various solar neutrino solutions. The result is that the LOW-QVO solutions are disfavored at 4σ compared to the SMA and LMA solutions [21] over most of the supernova parameter space.
The mass-squared differences inferred from solar and atmospheric measurements imply lower bounds on the masses m 3 and m 2 . The atmospheric bound is m 3 ≥ δm 2 atm ∼ 0.05 eV, which is encouraging for mass-sensitive experiments. The relation among the three masses enforced by the oscillation interpretation of solar and atmospheric data is plotted is Fig.   1 . Also shown in the figure are the present tritium and cosmological upper bounds on absolute neutrino mass. The mass-squared differences inferred from data show a definite hierarchy: δm 2 sun ≪ δm 2 atm by probably a factor of 30 or more. As seen in Fig. 1 , this may or may not imply a mass hierarchy. If m 1 ≫ δm 2 atm ∼ 0.05 eV, then all three neutrino masses are nearly degenerate, while if m 1 < ∼ δm 2 atm ∼ 0.05 eV, then the three masses are not degenerate. The degenerate possibility has been preferred in cold+hot darkmatter models to account for observed large-scale structures. However, the need for the hot component is mitigated by the cosmological constant introduced to explain high red-shift Type Ia supernovae observations. If m 1 ≫ δm 2 sun ∼ 0.003 eV, then the two lightest neutrino masses m 1 and m 2 are nearly degenerate. With the exception of a futuristic 10 ton version of GENIUS, the reach of the four approaches considered in this work does not extend down to as low as 0.003 eV.
Accordingly, in what follows we take m 1 and m 2 to be degenerate.
We return to the four approaches to absolute neutrino-mass determination. Because the relevance of extreme-energy cosmic rays (EECRs) to neutrino mass determination via the Z-burst model is the least known of the approaches, and because data already exist which in the context of the model implicate an absolute neutrino mass (in the range 0.1 to 1.0 eV), we consider the Z-burst approach first. The model is speculative. However, if it is validated as the explanation of EECR puzzles, the payoff is big. Not only is the absolute mass of the neutrino revealed, but also the existence of the cosmic neutrino background (CNB) liberated one second after the Big Bang.
II. THE Z-BURST MODEL FOR EECR'S
It was expected that the EECR primaries would be protons from outside the galaxy, produced in Nature's most extreme environments such as the tori or radio hot spots of active galactic nuclei (AGN). Indeed, cosmic ray data show a spectral flattening just below 10 19 eV which can be interpreted as a new extragalactic component overtaking the lower energy galactic component; the energy of the break correlates well with the onset of a Larmor radius for protons too large to be contained by the Galactic magnetic field. It was further expected that the extragalactic spectrum would reveal an end at the Greisen-Kuzmin-Zatsepin (GZK) cutoff energy of E GZK ∼ 5 × 10 19 eV. The origin of the GZK cutoff is the degradation of nucleon energy by the resonant scattering process N + γ 2.7K → ∆ * → N + π when the nucleon is above the resonant threshold E GZK for ∆ * production. The concomitant energy-loss factor is ∼ (0.8) D/6Mpc for a nucleon traversing a distance D. Since no AGN-like sources are known to exist within 100 Mpc of earth, the energy requirement for a proton arriving at earth with a super-GZK energy is unrealistically high. Nevertheless, to date more than twenty events with energies at and above 10 20 eV have been observed [22] .
The spectral break just below ∼ 10 19 eV and the super-GZK events from the AGASA experiment are displayed in Fig. 2 .
Several solutions have been proposed for the origin of these EECRs, ranging from unseen Zevatron accelerators (1 ZeV = 10 21 eV) and decaying supermassive particles and topological defects in the Galactic vicinity, to exotic primaries, exotic new interactions, and even exotic breakdown of conventional physical laws [23] . A rather conservative and economical scenario involves cosmic ray neutrinos scattering resonantly on the cosmic neutrino background (CNB) predicted by Standard Cosmology, to produce Z-bosons [17] . These Z-bosons in turn decay to produce a highly boosted "Z-burst", containing on average twenty photons and two nucleons above E GZK (see Fig. 3 ). The photons and nucleons from Z-bursts produced within 50 to 100 Mpc of earth can reach earth with enough energy to initiate the air-showers observed at ∼ 10 20 eV.
The energy of the neutrino annihilating at the peak of the Z-pole is
The resonant-energy width is narrow, reflecting the narrow width of the Z-boson: at FWHM
The mean energies of the ∼ 2 baryons and ∼ 20 photons produced in the Z decay are easily estimated. Distributing the Z-burst energy among the mean multiplicity of 30 secondaries in Z-decay [24] , one has
The photon energy is further reduced by an additional factor of 2 to account for their origin in two-body π 0 decay:
Even allowing for energy fluctuations about mean values, it is clear that in the Z-burst model the relevant neutrino mass cannot exceed ∼ 1 eV. On the other hand, the neutrino mass cannot be too light of the predicted primary energies will exceed the observed event energies. 2 In this way, one obtains a rough lower limit on the neutrino mass of ∼ 0.1 eV for the Z-burst model, when allowance is made for an order of magnitude energy-loss for those secondaries traversing 50 to 100 Mpc.
The necessary conditions for the viability of this model are a sufficient flux of neutrinos at > ∼ 10 21 eV and a neutrino mass scale of the order 0.1 − 1 eV [16, 17] . The first condition seems challenging [25] , while the second is quite natural in view of the recent oscillation data (see Fig. 1 ).
It is worth remarking that the cosmic fluxes of the three neutrino mass-eigenstates are virtually guaranteed to be nearly equal as a result of the ν µ − ν τ near-maximal mixing observed in atmospheric data. This comes about as follows: For extragalactic neutrinos produced in π ± decay, the original flavor ratio ν e : ν µ : ν τ ∼ 1 : 2 : 0 oscillates to ∼ 1 : 1 : 1;
for more exotic neutrino production from, e.g., string cusps, a flavor-neutral ratio of 1 : 1 : 1 may be expected at the source. For both cases, an equal population of flavor states results for the cosmic flux. It then follows from unitarity of the mixing matrix that there is also an equal population of mass states in the flux. 3 An equal population of mass states is also expected among the thermally produced CNB. 
The virial velocity within our Galactic halo is a couple hundred km/sec. Thus it appears that Pauli blocking allows significant clustering on the scale of our Galactic halo only if m j > ∼ 0.5 eV. An indicator of the neutrino mass sufficient to allow a 100-fold increase in the Galactic halo density of the CNB is shown on Fig. 4 .
For rich clusters of galaxies, the virial velocities are a thousand km/s or more. Thus, Pauli blocking does not exclude significant clustering on scales of tens of Mpc for m j > ∼ 0.1 eV.
However, on these large scales, the infall of matter integrated to the present time is probably insufficient to effect significant clustering.
III. TRITIUM DECAY END-POINT LIMITS
In tritium decay, the larger the mass states comprisingν e , the smaller is the Q-value of the decay. The manifestation of neutrino mass is a reduction of phase space for the produced electron at the high energy end of its spectrum. An expansion of the decay rate formula about m νe leads to the end point sensitive factor
where the sum is over mass states which can kinematically alter the end-point spectrum. eV.
Here N is the number of degenerate neutrinos. The effect of a single neutrino state on the CMB anisotropy in ΛDM models has also been discussed [28] . A sensitivity for MAP to 2 eV neutrinos with temperature data alone, and to 0.5 eV with polarization data included is estimated; for the PLANCK satellite a sensitivity to 0.5 eV with temperature data alone and to 0.25 eV with polarization data included is claimed.
Some caution is warranted in the cosmological approach to neutrino mass, in that the many cosmological parameters may conspire in various combinations to yield nearly identical CMB and LSS data. An assortment of very detailed data may be needed to resolve the possible "cosmic ambiguities".
V. NEUTRINOLESS DOUBLE BETA DECAY

Neutrinoless double beta decay (0νββ ) proceeds via the nuclear reaction
A Z X → A Z+2 X + 2 e − . The rate is a sensitive tool for the measurement of the absolute mass-scale for Majorana neutrinos [29] . The observable measured in the amplitude of 0νββ decay is the ee element of the neutrino mass-matrix in the flavor basis. Expressed in terms of the mass eigenvalues and neutrino mixing-matrix elements, it is
A reach as low as m ee ∼ 0.01 eV seems possible with proposed double beta decay projects such as the 1 ton version of GENIUS [30] and EXO [31] . This provides a substantial improvement over the current bound, m ee < 0.27 eV. In the far future, another order of magnitude in reach is available to the 10 ton version of GENIUS, should it be funded and commissioned.
For masses in the interesting range > ∼ 0.01 eV, the two light mass eigenstates are nearly degenerate and so the approximation m 1 = m 2 is justified. Furthermore, the restrictive CHOOZ bound [32] , |U e3 | 2 < 0.025 in the three neutrino model (for δm 2 atm ≥ 10 −3 eV 2 ), allows two further simplifications. The first is that the contribution of the third mass eigenstate is nearly decoupled from m ee and so U 2 e3 m 3 may be neglected in the 0νββ formula. The second is that the two-neutrino mixing approximation is valid, i.e. U e1 ≈ e iφ 1 cos θ sun and U e2 ≈ e iφ 2 sin θ sun . We label by φ 12 the relative phase between U 2 e1 m 1 and U 2 e2 m 2 . Then, employing the above approximations, we arrive at a very simplified expression for m ee :
The two CP-conserving values of φ 12 are 0 and π. These same two values give maximal constructive and destructive interference of the two dominant terms in eq. (8) , which leads to upper and lower bounds for the observable m ee in terms of a fixed value of m 1 :
cos(2θ sun ) m 1 ≤ m ee ≤ m 1 , for fixed m 1 .
The upper bound becomes an equality, m ee = m 1 , for any of the solar solutions if φ 12 = 0, and for the small-angle SMA solution (cos(2θ sun ) ≈ 1) with any φ 12 . The lower bound depends on Nature's value of the mixing angle in the LMA and LOW-QVO solutions. 4 A consequence of eq. (10) is that for a given measurement of m ee , the corresponding inference of m 1 is uncertain over the range [m ee , m ee cos(2θ sun )] due to the unknown phase difference
Knowing the value of θ sun better will improve the estimate of the inherent uncertainty in m 1 . For the LMA solar solution, the forthcoming Kamland experiment should reduce the error in the mixing angle sin 2 2θ sun to ±0.1 [33] . However, it is unlikely that the inherent uncertainty in m 1 can be reduced beyond (cos 2θ sun ) −1 , since there is no known way to measure the Majorana phase difference φ 12 . Ultimately, the inferences made for m ee from a positive 0νββ result will also depend on the uncertainty in the charged-current nuclear matrix element. Currently this uncertainty is a factor of 2 to 3. We ignore it in what follows.
A quantitative discussion of the reach of 0νββ is presented in the next section.
VI. CORRELATIONS AMONG APPROACHES
It is evident that the puzzle of absolute scale of neutrino masses connects very different branches of physics, ranging from the sub-eV scale of 0νββ and end-point tritium decay, to the ZeV scale of EECRs, to the matter fluctuations of the primordial Universe. As mentioned in the introduction, the Z-burst and cosmic structure measurements are sensitive to the heavier neutrino masses, while the tritium and 0νββ experiments are sensitive to linear combinations of masses (presumably the lighter ones) most coupled to ν e . The heavier and lighter masses are related by the δm 2 's inferred from oscillation experiments, which in turn correlates the possible findings of the four approaches to absolute neutrino-mass determination. One way to display the correlations among the approaches is to show the overlap of their respective reaches on a mass plot. This is done in Fig. 4 , where we take 0νββ as representative of the effort to measure the lighter neutrino masses, and the Z-burst model as representative for m 3 measurement. The complementary limits from tritium decay and cosmology were already presented in the m 3 − m 1 plane of Fig. 1 . Fig. 4 is the 0νββ -observable m ee predicted for each solar solution, as a function of the heaviest neutrino mass m 3 , or, alternatively the Z-burst resonance energy E R = 4 (eV/m 3 ) ZeV. This mass-correlated plot is possible because fixing m 3 fixes m 1 and m 2 , as given by eqn. (1) . According to eqn. (9) , for each solar solution there results a band of allowed m ee , reflecting the uncertainties in the relative Majorana phase difference φ 12 . The exception is the SMA solution, for which the band collapses to a unique relation between E R and m ee , independent of φ 12 . For the large-mixing solutions, the allowed m ee varies by a factor of 4 between π 12 = 0 and π 12 = π for LMA, and a factor of ∼ 10 for LOW-QVO. by δm 2 atm ∼ 0.05 eV and E R from above by 80 ZeV. As φ 12 increases from zero to π, the 0νββ upper bound on m 3 increases to 1 eV and 3 eV, respectively, for the 90% C.L. LMA and LOW solutions; the 0νββ lower bound on the Z-burst energy decreases to 4 ZeV and 1 ZeV for these same LMA and LOW solutions, respectively.
Shown in
On may turn the correlation between 0νββ and the Z-burst model around. As an example, if the Z-burst energy E R is fixed, e.g. by assuming a factor 100 CNB density increase in the Galactic halo due to clustering, one has m 3 ∼ 0.5 eV and E R ∼ 8 ZeV, and a resulting lower bound on m ee of 0.1 eV and 0.04 eV in the LMA and LOW models at 90% C.L., respectively. As can be seen in Fig. 4 , these values of m ee lie within the reach of the 1 ton GENIUS and the EXO proposals. Therefore, if the GENIUS/EXO experiments fail to see 0νββ , then either neutrinos are Dirac particles, neutrino clustering in our Galactic halo is insignificant, or the Z-burst hypothesis is wrong. A more complete list of correlated inferences is now given.
If 0νββ were to measure a value of m ee above 0.01 eV, then the implications for the Z-burst model are:
• The absolute mass m 3 and therefore the Z-burst energy E R will be determined with an accuracy factor of (cos 2θ sun ) −1 , which is unity for the SMA solution but ∼ 4 − 10 at present for large-mixing solutions.
• If m 1 is shown to exceed ∼ 0.05 eV, then the three neutrino masses are near-degenerate, and the absolute rate of Z-bursts is increased by three, independent of the resonant neutrino flux.
• Depending on what absolute mass scale is discovered, a factor of 100 (for m 3 ∼ 0.5 eV) to 10 3 (for m 3 ∼ 1 eV) may be gained in the Z-burst rate due to clustering in the Galactic halo.
• The neutrino is definitely a Majorana particle, and so a factor of two more is gained in the Z-burst rate relative to the Dirac neutrino case; this is because the two active helicity states of the relativistic CNB depolarize upon cooling to populate all spin states (two active and two sterile states for Dirac neutrinos, but only the original two active states for Majoranas) [34] . If 0νββ will not be observed with m ee as low as ∼ 0.01 eV, then either:
• The absolute mass m 3 is determined to be m 3 ≃ δm 2 atm ∼ 0.5 eV; and no halo clustering and no mass-degeneracy enhance the Z-burst model.
or:
• neutrinos are Dirac particles.
Conversely, if the Z-burst model turns out to be the correct explanation of EECRs, then it is probable that neutrinos possess one or more masses in the range m ν ∼ (0.1 − 1) eV. Fig. 1 reveals that mass-degenerate neutrino models are then likely. Some consequences are:
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• A value of m ee > 0.01 eV results, and thus a signal of 0νββ in the GENIUS/EXO experiments is predicted, assuming the neutrinos are Majorana particles.
• Neutrino mass is sufficiently large to affect the CMB/LSS power spectrum.
We have illustrated in some detail the correlation between 0νββ and Z-bursts. The extension to the tritium end-point experiment and the CMB/LSS study is straightforward.
At a minimum, the 0νββ and tritium end-point experiments will cross-check each other over a significant range of m 1 (assuming of course, that neutrinos are Majoranas). And the similarity in reach of the Z-burst and the CMB/LSS approaches allows a cross-check over a significant range of m 3 ; in particular, independent confirmation of the existence of the CNB is available. At a maximum, each of the four experimental approaches impacts the other three, since all three m j 's are related by the oscillation δm 2 's.
VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The mass-squared differences inferred from oscillation interpretations of solar and atmospheric neutrino data relate the three neutrino mass-eigenvalues m 3 , m 2 , and m 1 . Accordingly, only the overall mass scale is devoid of information. We have considered four approaches mixing experiment and theory which have the potential to infer a neutrino mass below 1 eV. These are 0νββ and tritium decay end-point measurements, which in future experiments may be sensitive to the lighter masses m 1 and m 2 if they exceed 0.01 and 0.2 eV, respectively; and extreme-energy cosmic ray measurements in the context of the Z-burst model, and comparisons of cosmological measurements of CMB fluctuations and LSS distributions, which are sensitive to all neutrino masses > ∼ 0.1 eV. Due to the mass relations implied by the oscillation data, the findings expected from each of these four approaches is correlated with the findings expected in the other three. We have presented in some detail why and how this is so. Special emphasis was placed on 0νββ as representative of m 1 , m 2 measurements, and on the Z-burst model as representative of m 3 measurements. The gross correlations between 0νββ and the Z-burst model are presented in Fig. 4 . More subtle inferences are itemized in the previous section. Present constraints from the tritium decay spectrum and from CMB/LSS measurements are shown in Fig. 1 . Taken together, the four approaches hold the potential not only to determine the absolute neutrino mass, but also to cross-check the validity of the assumptions underlying the approaches.
Of the four approaches discussed here, the Z-burst model probably contains the most speculative assumption, namely that there exists a substantial cosmic flux of neutrinos at energy E R ∼ 10 22 eV. This assumption may be checked directly [34] in a teraton neutrino detector such as the proposed EUSO/OWL/AW orbiting experiment [15] . The remaining assumptions in the Z-burst model seem solid, relying only on Standard Model physics, the Standard Cosmological Model, and the existence of neutrino mass. In other words, if F ν (E R ) is nonzero, then Z-bursts have to occur; but the rate is proportional to the completely unknown value of F ν (E R ). 5 Finally, we wish to comment on what changes in this work if the neutrino masses exhibit the disfavored "inverted" spectrum. In the inverted spectrum, the two heavier states are split from one another by δm 2 sun , and separated from the remaining lighter state by δm 2 atm . With the inverted spectrum, the ordinate Fig. 1 becomes the near-degenerate masses of the two heavier states m 3 and m 2 , while the abscissa becomes just the single lighter state m 1 .
More importantly, the ν e state is mixed mainly with the two heavier states, and so the 0νββ and tritium end-point approaches to absolute mass determination become sensitive to the heavier states, as is the case with the Z-burst and CMB/LSS approaches. In the 0νββ section of this paper, the lighter mass m 1 in eqns. (9) and (10) is replaced with the heavier mass m 3 . As a consequence, the present HM bound on m ee directly impacts the Z-burst model, and the potential of CMB/LSS measurements to infer a neutrino mass. For the degenerate case with m 1 ≫ 0.05 eV, the situation is equivalent to the normal hierarchy.
However, even in the strongly (inverse) hierarchical case, where m 1 ≪ m 3 , it is true that m ee > ∼ m 3 cos 2θ sun > ∼ δm 2 atm cos 2θ sun , which allows a cross-check of these approaches. With four approaches available for determination of neutrino mass below 1 eV, there is hope that the absolute neutrino mass scale will become known. The overlap in mass-reach of the four approaches, discussed in this work, will provide an important consistency check on any positive result of any one approach. 
